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1 Claim. (01. 135-20) 

This invention relates to umbrellas, and more 
particularly to umbrellas of comparatively large 
size such as beach or garden umbrellas or the 
like. 

Considerable difficulty is sometimes encoun 
tered in raising and collapsing large umbrellas 
owing to the substantial amount of force required 
to produce the tension in the ribs for holding the 
canopy properly in use. It is frequently impos 
sible, particularly for a woman or child, to raise 
or lower the canopy of such an umbrella while 
the standard is erect, since only by inverting the 
standard and pressing against the ground or some 
other abutment can sumcient force be developed 
to overcome the rib tension. It is also diflicult 
to collapse the umbrella top, and this operation 
is attended by considerable possibility of pinch 
ing the ?ngers or otherwise suffering discomfort. 
Also another di?iculty in raising and lowering a 
conventional beach or garden umbrella is that 
the large radius of the canopy requires the force 
on the part of the user to be exerted at a very 
awkward angle and frequently when off balance. 
The present invention overcomes these well 

known di?lculties and inconveniences of the con 
ventional beach umbrella structure by providing 
an umbrella which can be conveniently erected 
when the standard is upright and in which'the . 
main force required for erection is exerteddown 
wardly along the standard.‘ This simple and easy 
operation is obtained by providing an axially 
movable extension on the upper end of the stand 
ard and securing the top crown to this extension 
instead of to the standard. With this construc 
tion, when the canopy is to be erected and the 
runner is moved to its raised position in the usual 
way, the extension and top crown move with re 
spect‘ to the standardto an upper position in 
which the canopy is fully 
are undersubstantially no tension. Erection of 
the top is then completed by pulling down on the 
extension, as by means of a suitable cord or chain, 
to develop the proper tension in the ribs, and the 
extension is then retained in this lower position 
for use of the umbrella. 

It will be seen that with this construction and 
operation, the standard can readily be set in the 
ground in upright position after the runner has 
been raised, which requires comparatively little 
force, but while the extension is still in its upper 
position and the ribs are not under tension. 
Movement of the extension to its lower position 
can then be e?ected by pulling directly down 
wardly from a convenient position below the can 

‘ ‘opy and adjacent the standard, which is con 

extended but the ribs‘ 
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siderably more comfortable for the user and also 
may be done‘ without the dangers of pinched 
?ngers or the like commonly encountered with 
the usual construction. Collapsing of the um 
brella is equally simple and convenient, it being 
necessary merely ?rst to release the extension 

releasing tension in the ribs, after which the 
runner is released and retracted in the usual way. 

It is one of the principal objects of the present 
invention to provide an umbrella construction 

umbrella is similarly accomplished by ?rst pull 
ing downwardly on a movable member. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

such an umbrella construction which does not 

tional umbrellas. 
It is also an object of the invention to provide 

above type in 
which the canopy is simple and easy to raise or 
collapse while the standard is in an upright posi 
tion and in which the force required for raising 
and collapsing the top is exerted in such direc 

standard upright. 
Other objects and advantages of the invention 

will be apparent from the following description, 
the accompanying drawing and the appended 
claim. 
In the drawing 
Fig. 1 is a view in side elevation, partly broken 

away, illustrating an umbrella construction in 
accordance with the invention and shown in 
erected position; 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary view on an enlarged 
scale showing the structure and operation of the 
umbrella frame; 

Fig. 3 is a fragmentary view at right angles to 
Fig. 2; and 

Fig. 4 is a View similar 
relation of the parts in 
the umbrella top. 
In the drawing, which illustrates a preferred 

embodiment of the invention, the standard Iii 

to Fig. 3 showing the 
the collapsed position of 



‘ intfull lines :irr- Fig: 2'; 
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tube pointed at H for in 
and carrying a canopy I2 
13 and braces H of steel 

The runner I5 is 
and a spring catch 5 
on the standard for 

raised po 

is shown as a hollow 
sertion in the ground 
having the usual ribs 
or other suitable material. 
slidable on the standard H1, 
or stop spring [6 is provided 
releasably retaining the runner in its 
sition for expansionofitheecanopy: 
An extension‘ 20'; shown as a‘ sleeve; is‘teie 

scoped within the upper end of the standard H3, m 
and the top crown 22 is secured to the uppers 
end of this extension instead of to the standard, 
and thus connects the ends or the ribs to the 
extension 20. The extensiom2misiprowidediw?thl 
an elongated axial slot 24 whichreceWesemstbp;1-5” 
pin or screw 25 in the standard, and this slot and 
pin cooperate to establish uppertandildwerrlimit. 
positions for the extension 20 with respect to the 
standard. A chain 26 is secured by a bolt-Flirts;v 
the upper end of the extension 20 and hangs 20 
downwardly: therefrom; A‘zh'andlee 3.01provided; 
with‘. at hook 3+ is: secured ;to. the; lower.- endoi; 
this: chain. and:azhoiez33e-forereceiving the .hooh-z 
is ‘provided . in ; a1 siderotthez standard: c 
When: it, :is: desired; to: erect-.zthissumbrella. the.‘ 25 

runner, I5; is: ?rst , moved‘. to : its ‘raised position . 
above ‘thezstopi-spring 16‘: . With the mock-:34 1 dis- 
engaged;fromrztheastandardg the. extension: 23-;will . 
beafreeatoimove' to itsgrupper limit position shown 

andi in‘: this; relative; posi- 30 
tionxot;theazparts;.thezicanopyslhwill be substa -~ 
tially ‘fully “expanded: but -:the v‘ribs :l 3swill- be under; 
no‘appreciableztensi'on; Thusrthisrmovement of; 
then runner :is'; accomplishedzwith-z com-par atively-v ‘ 
littleyforce. Thereafter;.therhandle??iiszgraspedi 35 
and.;pulled:downwardly :to'imove the extensionimv 
similarly: downwar dlyr through :chain- . 2 6. and - thus, 
to‘ develop: the: desired-tension in: therribs' l3: 
Fig; 2 : Sh0WS'{_iI1_‘:. dotted: 1111852 the :positions; of, the: 
extension 2 lisandiribsa l 3*;in;the.:lowerdimit 11051-1- - 40 
tion of: thee extension; .and:.=the=g:par,ts iarerheld in 
this: positionibyengagingthezhoold:31 i in {the :hole; 
33 'as: also: showntxim dotted LlinesjmFig; 
The standard lufimy'i‘beiset insthezgroundat any;desired;stagesimtheierectiorrotithenmbrella; 

but 1 it ‘will usually"; be; found: mostgconvenient to. 45 
(10180261111812bBfUI‘ESEOIICSIftGI' thegrunner ll'rihas 
been‘ raised but :beforeecompleting erection ioftthez 
top. Then the ?nal step of movingdhesextensiont 
to: its lower,- position?s e?ected'byrpullinggdireotly 
downwardly :orr themandle:30xandmhaim26; and; 50 
it’iis thus not "necessarysto ,exert amt'counterforce-v 
or- OthBI‘WiSBIhOld thezstandardzsince: this downs; 
ward- pull will have: no; effect‘ on) the: standard 
other ‘than: to:.set : it: more ?rmly: in .- the ground.» 
Collapsingof' thesumbrellagtop. canisimilar-ly be= 55 
effected- ' simply and' easily-whi1e:_~the-~standardris 
upright‘; it'being'necessary merelyg'toipull down 
su?i'ciently: onithezhandlé?lldto :release; the books 

3! and permit the extension 20 to move to its 
released upper position under the releasing ten 
sion in the ribs. In fact, with the hook 3| formed 
as shown of generally S-shape, it is merely nec 
essary to pivot the handle 30 about the outer loop 
of the 8 against the standard to e?ect with 
drawal of the hook from the hole 33. 

lttwilll accordingly beeseemthattthis umbrella 
constructionihas outstandingiadvantagespf sim 
plicity and ease in use. Erection and collapsing 

' ofithe umbrella top are easily effected with com 
paratively little e?ort while the standard is up 
right, and at the same time the effort which is 
reduiredfisssotdirected’as to avoid uncomfortable 
ors-awkwardimovements or position on the part 
of the user. Also; this umbrella construction is 
considerablygeasierrto handle in the wind such as 
is often encountered on a beach, since if desired 
thelstandard can be ?rmly set in the ground be 
fore the top is raised at all, and the same is true 
onthepperationiofdoweringthetop. 

Whilasthes form .of; apparatus herein; described; 
constitutesamreferredt embodiment of-.the=inven.-.- 
tion, it is to be understood that the invention is". 
not-dimited;to .thismrecise form‘ of _apparatus,»arrd 
that; changes -.may be made. therein without de.» 
partingjrom. the; scope :of @ the invention which; is: 
de?ned'in the appended claim. 
What ‘is: claimed. is Y: : 
An-umbrella structure-for beach‘and garden‘ 

umbrellas? an'dsthe like.- to ‘ facilitate». raising. and‘. 
collapsing; of the' top, thereof while :the: umbrellas 
is~:erect,._ comprising aehollowi standard; an ex 
tension-.mountedior telescoping movement‘ with; 
inithe upperrend‘vof saidrstan'dard;cooperating‘ 
pinzand slot‘ means onsaidz-standar'd and‘said 
extension‘ .for; guiding and’ limiting the’ relativev 
telescopingzmovement thereof; .a top‘ including a‘ 
canopysrandiribsscarried;_by:the upper endiof said. 
extensionsb'raceszattached to. said ,ribs. a runner: 
connectediwi'tltsaid 'braces- and slidablewupwardly" 
omsaid; standard;belowrsaidzextension-1to effect: 
expansion of: said:top:andrmovementof -. said :top 
and.f.extensiorr..to:-ther~ uppermost .position thereof 
form-irrimi‘zmgethe nevelopmentaof :tension said 
ribs; means dependingriromi. said extension _. for» 
pullingitheasaine:~downwardly- to:develop tension. 
in‘: said-:ribs, _ and means‘: i or :- releasablis securing - 
saididependingzmeansitotsaid: standard Ztmretain‘ 
saidttopmith'said; rib's-undertension; 
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